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A B S T R A C T

An important factor in reintroductions is the amount of genetic diversity captured in the introduced individuals. Introduced populations are initially small, and thus vulnerable to genetic drift and stochastic events. The level of genetic diversity maintained is important for the long-term persistence of populations and their evolutionary potential to react to, for example, climate changes. The national extinction of many butterfly species has been pronounced in many European countries. The globally Vulnerable large blue butterfly (Maculinea arion) went extinct in the UK in 1979 and was later reintroduced from Öland in Sweden. We investigated the genetic diversity of reintroduced large blues nineteen generations after translocation on five sites in the UK, and seven sites on Öland, including the source population. We found similar levels of genetic diversity in the reintroduced and source populations, but the UK and Swedish populations were genetically differentiated; we also found significant genetic differentiation among reintroduced UK populations only a few kilometres apart. The reintroduced populations had several private alleles not found in the source population in 2011, and thus may already represent a unique subset of genetic diversity of the north-western populations of M. arion. Our results show that the IUCN and other protocols followed in the 1990s for translocating and maintaining the maximum available genetic diversity during reintroductions were largely adequate for this species, and hence will be valuable for informing the growing use of reintroductions as a strategy for the conservation of endangered species of insect.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Butterfly populations are declining worldwide due largely to the loss, degradation and fragmentation of their habitats (van Swaay and Warren, 2006). They also respond quickly in abundance (Roy et al., 2001), community structure (Devictor et al., 2012) and phenology to changes in climate (Diamond et al., 2011). Within Europe, the rates of decline of butterflies (Thomas et al., 2004), and other insect groups (Thomas, 2005; Conrad et al., 2006), have exceeded those of breeding birds and native vascular plants by an order of magnitude at national scales in recent decades, whilst across the Continent 12% of all butterfly species are threatened, more than half of which are associated with grasslands (van Swaay et al., 2010). Due to their high visibility and sensitivity to change, butterflies are increasingly used as bioindicators for identifying ecological trends; moreover, their conservation also protects endangered habitats and communities (Pe’er and Settele, 2008).

In response, the targeted conservation of single species or assemblages of butterflies has burgeoned in recent years, and increasingly includes the translocation or reintroduction of threatened species to new or former sites (Thomas et al., 2011a; Merckx et al., 2013). Unfortunately, very few of the earlier introductions succeeded (Oates and Warren, 1990), probably because the large majority of practitioners failed to follow recommended protocols concerning prior ecological knowledge and feasibility tests of the quality of habitat into which butterflies were released, and even fewer heeded IUCN (1995) and other guidelines (e.g. Soulé, 1987; Barker, 1994) to release >60 individuals sourced from large heterogeneous populations in order to maintain as much
genetic diversity as possible, thus retaining the evolutionary potential of the reintroduced populations (Joyce and Pullin, 2003).

Butterflies that interact with ants (myrmecophiles) are among the most challenging to conserve successfully (Settele and Kühn, 2009), particularly those, as in the genus *Maculinea* (large blues), that live as obligate social parasites (Thomas and Settele, 2004). Nevertheless, many successful conservation projects, including the reintroduction of *Maculinea arion* L to the UK (Thomas et al., 2009) and *Maculinea nausithous* Bergstr. and *Maculinea teleius* Bergstr. to The Netherlands (Wynhoff et al., 2001), have occurred since *Maculinea* were chosen by the IUCN in the 1980s as one of three global priorities for Lepidoptera conservation (Thomas and Settele, 2004; Settele et al., 2005).

The reintroduction of *M. arion* to the U.K., following its extinction in 1979 due to habitat degradation (Thomas, 1980), is the longest running, largest scale project involving *Maculinea* to date, and has been one of the major success stories of insect conservation (Thomas et al., 2009). *M. arion* is primarily a social parasite of the ant *Myrmica sabuleti* Meinert, and is further dependent on the flowers of *Thymus* spp. L. or *Origanum vulgare* L. as early larval food plants (Thomas, 1980). In the years following its disappearance from the UK, around fifty former sites were restored as *Thymus* grassland with large populations of *M. sabuleti*. *M. arion* was reintroduced from 1983 to 1992, using source individuals from sites on the Stora Alvaret, Öland, Sweden (Fig. 1; Thomas et al., 2009). The Öland race was chosen out of several European populations tested for its physiological similarity to the extinct UK populations, and because Öland supported the largest known surviving northern populations (Thomas et al., 2009) of this (then) globally Vulnerable species (*M. arion* was upgraded to Endangered in the 1994 IUCN Red List of threatened species before downgrading, as conservation measures succeeded, to its current status of Near Threatened; it remains an Endangered Species in Europe; Thomas et al., 2011b). Although the reintroduction has been successful in terms of re-establishing the large blue in Britain in increasing and predictable numbers (Thomas et al., 2009), for its long-term viability it is vital that adequate genetic diversity is represented (Joyce and Pullin, 2003). The standard advice (above) for maintaining genetic diversity at the time (1983–92) was followed during the translocations: on each occasion >250 larvae were collected from separate flower heads (to maximize the chance that they were offspring of different mothers) from 11 demographically distinct populations separated by up to 10 km on the Stora Alvaret (all part of Öland 2; Fig. 1) for release on each UK introduction site. However, no genetic analysis of the source population or the introduced individuals was carried out before the reintroductions, and recent studies have shown that effective population sizes (the number of breeding individuals in an ideal population that would show the same level of genetic drift as that observed in the sampled population; Wright, 1938) of Swedish *M. arion* are small (Ugelvig et al., 2012).

In the Polden Hills, Somerset (UK), where the species was reintroduced to a single site (Poldens 1; Fig. 1) in 1992, it now occupies around 25 sites, of which at least 22 represent natural colonizations and three were further translocations from Poldens 1 and 3 (Thomas et al., 2009). Under UK climates, the reintroduced *M. arion* population emerged 2–3 weeks earlier than on Öland, coinciding with the phenologies of the extinct populations and local *Thymus* flower bud production (Thomas et al., 1998, 2009), and has since converged ever closer (Thomas et al., 2011b). Moreover, the rate of colonization of new sites has increased during the second decade after reintroduction as vacant patches across the Polden Hills landscape were filled by mainly stepping stone colonizations from neighboring sites (Thomas, 2010), suggesting selection for
increasingly dispersive individuals, as is typical for expanding populations (Phillips et al., 2010), and has been inferred for 19th century expansions of UK M. arion populations (Dempster, 1991).

To our knowledge, no genetic comparison with the source has previously been made of an apparently successful introduction to the wild of an insect species as long as 19 generations after its reintroduction, although M. nausithous and M. teleius were studied five generations after release (Wynhoff et al., 2001). We used fourteen microsatellite markers to examine the genetic diversity of a subset of the reintroduced M. arion populations, and compared this with populations on Öland. To evaluate the reintroduced population’s evolutionary potential we ask: (1) Was the level of genetic diversity preserved during the reintroduction and 19 subsequent generations in the UK? (2) Is the reintroduced population genetically differentiated from the source population due to founder effects? and (3) Does the differentiation of populations following reintroduction reflect their known histories?

2. Methods

2.1. Sampling

The collection methods used in the UK and Sweden were tailored to our knowledge of the different populations. The UK sites are geographically small, and eggs counts are made annually, so that caterpillars could be collected relatively easily. Sites on Öland were more extensive, and details of oviposition sites were not available, so that non-destructive collection of adult material was deemed to be most suitable. Both sampling techniques have been used previously (Ugelvig et al., 2011; Zeisset et al., 2005), and amplify identical alleles (unpublished data).

UK. A total of 59 M. arion caterpillars were collected on five sites (Poldens 1–5) in the Poldens Hills in July 2011, from a few hundred metres to nearly seven kilometres apart (Fig. 1c). Sampling was restricted to the five largest UK populations, and even then some sample sizes were limited, due to the problems associated with sampling from small subpopulations of a UK and European Endangered Species. Caterpillars were collected from food plants across sites, and were of variable age and therefore likely to be the progeny of multiple females. This sampling scheme was chosen due to the relative ease of extracting DNA from caterpillars, and the assessment that the sampling would have negligible impact on the populations, since later larval mortality is high (>85%) and the assessment that the sampling would have negligible impact on the populations, since later larval mortality is high (>85%) and density dependent compared with other life stages in Maculinea in populations that have reached site carrying capacities (Als et al., 2001; Thomas et al., 2009). Coordinates were approximated from sampling location maps using the program MapSource 6.16.3 (Garmin Ltd.).

Sweden. DNA samples from 128 M. arion were collected in July 2010–11 on seven sites across Öland, covering approximately 80 km (Fig. 1b), and including the source area for the translocation to the UK (Öland 2). Samples were collected using a non-destructive sampling method, removing 2–3 mm2 of the edge of one hind wing. This type of wing damage is very similar to that caused by bird attack (Lushai et al., 2000), and has no negative effect on the flight ability of the butterflies (Hamm et al., 2010) or on long-term survival (Kosinski et al., 2011). The coordinates of each catch location were recorded using a handheld GPS receiver (Garmin eTrex Vista, accuracy ±5 m).

2.2. DNA extraction, amplification and basic characterization of microsatellite loci

DNA was extracted from wing fragments or 1 mm of caterpillar tissue using 100 μl 5% Chelex-TRIS (10 mM) and 5 μl proteinase K (0.75 units) per sample. The wing fragments were incubated at 56 °C for 3.5 h and all samples were boiled at 99 °C for 15 min and centrifuged at 13,000 g for 3 min. The supernatant was stored at −20 °C.

Fourteen polymorphic nuclear microsatellite loci were amplified for all 187 samples. Primers were developed for M. arion or closely related Maculinea-species and are published in Ugelvig et al. (2011, 2012) and Zeisset et al. (2005) (see Table A1). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) conditions were as follows: initial denaturation 95 °C for 5 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95 °C for 30 s, 56/57/62 °C for 30 s, 72 °C for 30 s and annealing at 56/57/62 °C for 1 min. The run was completed by a final annealing at 72 °C for 60 min. Total reaction volume was 12.5 μl whereof 1 μl was DNA extract. PCR products were run with a Gene-scan-500 LIZ size standard on an ABI 3130 automated sequencer and results were analyzed with Genemapper 4.0 (both Applied Biosystems).

Each microsatellite locus was analyzed separately for departure from Hardy–Weinberg Equilibrium using Genepop 4.0 (Rousset, 2008). Genepop was also used to test for linkage disequilibrium between pairs of loci as it may affect F-statistics (see below). Departures from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium across loci can be due to inbreeding or population substructure (Wallace, 1981), while single locus departure might be an indication of the presence of null alleles (for which DNA sequences do not amplify because of changes in the primer region; Chapuis and Estoup, 2007). The data were tested for the presence of null alleles using Micro-Checker 2.2.3 (van Oosterhout et al., 2004). Null alleles may be present at loci Macari22 (maximum frequency 0.24) and Macari92 (0.21) in the UK samples, and in Mac44 (0.09), Macari16 (0.11), Macari18 (0.12) and Macari23 (0.25) in the Öland samples. Null alleles may affect F-statistics, but the bias introduced is negligible if they are present at low frequencies (0.20; Dakin and Avise, 2004). For that reason allele frequencies were not adjusted, but Macari23 was removed from further analysis.

2.3. Genetic distances

The genetic relationships among sampling sites were analyzed by calculation of pairwise genetic differentiation (FST) among all sites, and among three regions identified based on Ugelvig et al. (2012) i.e. UK, Öland South and Öland North (Fig. 1) using Fstat 2.9.3.2 (Goudet, 1995). We also conducted hierarchical analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) within and between sites for the UK samples, and within sites, among sites and among regions for the entire dataset using 9999 permutations in GenAlEx 6.501 (Peakall and Smouse, 2012).

2.4. Spatial genetic structure

Species’ geographical distributions are in general more extensive than the dispersal capacity of an individual, leading to spatial population genetic structure (Rousset, 1997). Mantel tests (Mantel, 1967) were performed to assess Isolation-By-Distance within the reintroduced and Öland populations. Genetic distances between populations (measured as $F_{ST}(1 - F_{IT})$) are predicted to increase approximately linearly with the logarithm of the geographical distance between sites (Rousset, 1997). Geographical distances were calculated in SPAGeDi 1.3 (Hardy and Vekemans, 2002) and Mantel tests were performed in GenAlEx 6.501 using 999 permutations.

The population structures of the reintroduced and Öland samples were investigated to detect the presence of population boundaries among the sampled individuals by assigning individuals to genetic clusters (populations). The number of populations, K, was modeled using the Bayesian clustering approach implemented in Structure 2.3.4 (Falush et al., 2003; Hubisz et al., 2009; Pritchard et al., 2000) using admixture ancestry models with correlated
allele frequencies, with and without sampling location as prior information (Hubisz et al., 2009), and with a burn-in of 10^4 and 10^4 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) generations, for 10 replicate runs of K = 2–12. The model was run on the total dataset (UK and Öland) and on ten different random subsamples of four individuals (the lowest number sampled from any single site) from each sampling site. The latter analysis was performed to test whether the results were sensitive to uneven sampling and small sample sizes. Evaluation of the likelihood values of K and detection of the number of populations followed the methods of Evanno et al. (2005) implemented in the web-based Structure Harvester v0.6.93 (Earl and vonHoldt, 2012).

2.5. Demographic histories

Population bottlenecks can reduce genetic variation, fix deleterious alleles and cause inbreeding depression, and thus reduce the evolutionary potential of populations (Frankham, 2005). We tested for recent population bottlenecks using the M-ratio method introduced by Garza and Williamson (2001), who demonstrated how the ratio of the number of alleles to range in allele size for a sample of microsatellite loci can be used to detect reductions in effective population size. Parameter values followed those recommended by the authors with a single exception: the fraction of mutations that are larger than single steps was set to p1 = 0.2, double the originally recommended value, following Peery et al. (2012). M-ratio is sensitive to sample size and small sample sizes can lead to bias (Garza and Williamson, 2001), so only populations with more than 25 sampled individuals were analyzed (i.e. the UK (Poldens 1–3 combined), Öland South and Öland North). Critical values of the M-ratio were calculated for values of θ (defined as 4Nₑθ, where Nₑ is the effective population size, and μ is the microsatellite mutation rate) ranging from 0.002 to 40, reflecting uncertainty in long-term equilibrium population sizes. Effective population sizes for the different populations were also estimated from the sample data using the web-based program ONeSAMP 1.2 (Tallmon et al., 2008). Allele loss through stepping-stone reintroduction was tested using nested subset analysis (Habel et al., 2013) implemented in the “vegan” package (v. 2.0–7; http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/vegan/) for R (v. 3.0.1; R-project).

2.6. Genetic diversity statistics

The percentage of polymorphic loci (P), allelic richness (k), expected heterozygosity (Hₑ) and the inbreeding coefficient (F₁) of each population were calculated in GenALEX and Fstat. P, k and Hₑ were used as estimates of genetic diversity. The frequency and identity of private and shared alleles of each population were analyzed in GenALEX. Levels of genetic diversity among populations and FST-values were compared using ANOVA in R (v. 3.0.1; R-project).

2.7. Genetic differentiation

Genetic drift, mutation and natural selection can all lead to genetic differentiation among populations. The indices FST and RST both describe the degree of genetic differentiation among populations, based on the infinite alleles and stepwise models for microsatellite mutation respectively (Phillippe and Lagoda, 1996). The comparison of the two indices can shed light on the main causes of population differentiation. If differentiation is driven mainly by drift, the two are expected to be approximately equal. If stepwise-mutations contribute to differentiation, however, RST is expected to be larger than FST (Hardy et al., 2003). FST, RST and pRST (the 95% confidence limit on RST based on 1000 allele-size randomizations) among the UK populations and between the combined UK and Öland populations were computed in SPAGEDi 1.3 (Hardy and Vekemans, 2002). If RST is significantly greater than zero and greater than pRST, then stepwise-like mutations contribute to population differentiation for at least one locus.

3. Results

Three loci, Macu9, Macu17 and Macu15, were not in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium in Öland South, Öland North and the combined UK population, respectively. All other loci were in equilibrium in all populations. Linkage disequilibrium between pairs of loci was detected in Macu8 × Macari9 (only in Öland South) and Macu9 × Macari18 (in the two Öland populations). These moderate deviations from local panmixis were not expected to affect the results of any of the analyses, so all loci except the previously discarded Macari23 (see Section 2) were retained.

3.1. Number of populations and genetic differentiation

Bayesian population assignment analysis using Structure showed strongest support for four populations (genetic clusters) among the sampled M. arion individuals. This result was consistent with and without a location prior, showing that the signal of population structure is relatively strong (Hubisz et al., 2009). The four clusters consisted of individuals collected: in southern Öland (Öland South), in northern Öland (Öland North), at Poldens 1–3 (UK1) and at Poldens 4–5 (UK2) (Fig. 2). 80% and 60% of all individuals could be assigned to a single cluster with a probability >80% with and without a location prior, respectively, showing that there was little or no admixture between clusters. The ten random subsample runs showed largest support for three or four clusters (Fig. A1). The three genetic clusters detected corresponded to Öland South, UK1 and either Öland North or UK2. For K > 4, the four clusters corresponded with the four clusters detected in the full dataset (Fig. A1). The division of the reintroduced sites into two populations was also supported by pairwise FST-values, such that the Poldens 4 and Poldens 5 sites are significantly genetically differentiated from the other sites (Table A2). The calculated pairwise FST-values between the regions were all significantly greater than zero, and suggest that the UK populations are genetically differentiated from both Öland South (FST = 0.0554), and Öland North (FST = 0.0626). In comparison, FST = 0.0362 between the two Öland populations. 89% of the molecular variance in the UK populations was within sites while 11% was distributed among sites. For the combined data set, 88%, 6% and 6% of the molecular variance was explained within sites, among sites and among regions (i.e. UK, Öland South and Öland North), respectively. The UK populations showed low, but significant isolation-by-Distance (r = 0.795, slope = 0.011, p = 0.043), as did the Öland source population (r = 0.817, slope = 0.001, p = 0.025), indicating limited dispersal ability of M. arion. RST between the UK sites was 0.123, which was significantly higher than FST (0.0590, p = 0.047). Hence, stepwise-like mutations may have contributed to the genetic differentiation among the UK populations (Hardy et al., 2003); RST (0.0847) between the UK and Öland populations was also significantly higher than FST (0.0495, p = 0.041).

3.2. Demographic histories

The M-ratio for the UK population (0.559) was far below critical values (0.638–0.796 for theta 40–0.002), indicating a recent population size reduction. The M-ratios for the Öland South (0.621) and Öland North (0.606) populations were also lower than the critical values, and all were below the generally accepted cut-off value of M = 0.68, under which it is reasonable to assume that a population
analyzed for more than seven loci has recently experienced a population size reduction (Garza and Williamson, 2001). Estimated effective populations sizes for each population were small (mean [95% confidence limits]; UK1: 25.3 [20.2–34.0]; UK2: 18.7 [15.9–25.5]; Öland north: 29.2 [23.6–41.5]; Öland south: 51.6 [39.4–78.5]), which also suggests either recent bottlenecks or continued restricted population sizes over several generations.

3.3. Genetic diversity

The level of genetic diversity was not significantly different among the reintroduced and source sites, regardless of which measure was used (Fig. 2). Although comparisons between studies using different microsatellite loci can be problematic, the mean expected heterozygosity for each of the populations (0.45–0.57) was low compared to some M. arion populations in Poland (0.61–0.74: Rutkowski et al., 2009; 0.52–0.81: Sielezniew and Rutkowski, 2012), but of similar levels to other studies from Scandinavia (0.38–0.67: Ugelvig et al., 2012). Locus Macari18 was monomorphic in the UK populations, and Macari16 was monomorphic in Öland South. All other loci were polymorphic in all populations. $F_{is}$-values were not significantly different from zero ($F_{is,1,156} = 1.23, \ p = 0.26$), showing no evidence of non-random mating within sites. Comparing the known reintroductions (from Öland 2 to Poldens1, and Poldens 1/3 to Poldens 4), there was no sign of reduced genetic diversity in the translocated populations, or any step-wise loss of alleles (nested subset analysis, NDOF = 66.74, $p = 0.73$). Nine alleles were present only in the UK (private alleles for this region), of which six were present only in one or other population (Fig. 3). In comparison the Öland South and Öland North populations had seventeen and three private alleles, respectively. Several alleles were also shared by the UK and Öland North populations, but not the Öland south population (Fig. 3).

4. Discussion

The reintroduced UK populations had similar levels of genetic diversity to the source population and to other populations in Scandinavia, suggesting that the standard recommendations at the time – and indeed current advice (IUCN, 2013) – for maintaining genetic diversity during conservation translocations was effective for M. arion. However, this similarity in genetic diversity was also surprising, considering the known reintroduction and stepping stone colonization history of M. arion in the UK. Species with stepping stone dispersal are expected to experience successive losses of genetic variation (e.g. Besold et al., 2008), which suggests that other processes may be involved in the equalization of genetic diversity in this case.
While the levels of genetic diversity have not changed significantly, the allele frequencies among the UK populations have. The reintroduction site and the two sites closest to it (Fig. 2) represented a single genetic population. The other two sites, Poldens 4 and Poldens 5, were significantly differentiated from the Poldens 1–3 cluster, but not from each other. The genetic clustering of ten different random subsamples suggests that this is not an artefact of different sample sizes (Fig. A1). The pattern of genetic differentiation among sites, but no detectable inbreeding within sites, suggests low levels of gene flow, but high local population densities. The quality of the larval habitat is critical for butterfly populations, and the correlation between larval habitat quality and butterfly density is close for _M. arion_ \( r^2 = 0.99 \) (Thomas et al., 2011). No studied site in Europe has as near a high co-occurrence of food plant and _M. sabuleti_ ranges as the restored UK sites (Thomas et al., 2009). Restoration and targeted management of the UK sites for _M. arion_ has increased its carrying capacity at the most successful sites (e.g. Poldens 1 and 4, Fig. A2) to levels that are considerably higher than those observed elsewhere. Indeed UK sites currently support the highest known densities of _M. arion_ in the world (Thomas et al., 2009).

The individuals reintroduced to Poldens 1 in 1992 collected on Öland were from 11 sites representing a subset of one large genetic source population (Öland South). The Poldens 1 population was expected to have experienced founder effects (i.e. change in allele frequencies) during the reintroduction event. Moreover, founding populations experience different selection pressures in their new environment. Eggs and larvae collected on Öland were reared to their final larval instar before they were released on Poldens 1 at low densities. A total of 281 caterpillars were introduced to the site (Thomas et al., 2009) and due to the optimal habitat conditions on the site, caterpillar survival was unusually high. The population at the Poldens 1 site has also dramatically increased in numbers, and is connected by gene flow to neighboring sites, forming a single population (UK1). The population on Poldens 4 was introduced in the year 2000 using 267 caterpillars from the Poldens 1 and 3 sites, and is thus expected to be a genetic subset of that population. Poldens 4 declined to \( \approx 35 \) adult females in 2001 and at least 40% of those females failed to live long enough to lay eggs, which could account for the genetic differentiation from its source population, via strong genetic drift, but not for the presence of private alleles. We believe that the Poldens 5 population was founded by natural colonization, first recorded in 2002 (Hamish Cole, pers. comm.). The genetic similarity of Poldens 5 to Poldens 4 is unexpected, as Poldens 1–3 are closer and \( \approx 20 \) times larger, but colonization from Poldens 4 is also feasible. The number of founding females is unknown, but the smallest size it sustained in 2005–12 was 48 females. Thus it appears that the differentiation between populations in the UK and between the UK and Öland is associated with translocation events rather than natural colonizations, and that gene flow between naturally colonized sites is high.

The _M_-ratio for the UK populations was lower than for the Öland populations, as were estimated effective population sizes, but all populations had _M_-ratios below the critical values expected if they had not recently experienced a severe population bottleneck. Ugelvig et al. (2012) also found low _M_-ratios in other Swedish _M. arion_ populations, suggesting that this might be a natural consequence of the extraordinary _phryo-predacious_ lifestyle of _M. arion_ where only a small, non-random, fraction of eggs survive to adulthood, so that typical populations have a very low effective population size and essentially experience bottleneckes in most generations. This is supported by the universally low effective population sizes estimated in this study. Low effective population sizes will expose _M. arion_ to the effects of genetic drift, resulting in the observed rapid genetic differentiation of neighboring populations if gene flow is hindered (Bereczki et al., 2005) and high temporal turnover in allele frequencies within populations (Ugelvig et al., 2011). It also suggests that generations of low effective population sizes are likely to have been effective in purging deleterious alleles from _M. arion_ (Ugelvig et al., 2011). The large discrepancy between observed population sizes (e.g. Poldens 1 has reached a carrying capacity in excess of 1000 breeding females; Fig. A2) and estimated effective population sizes (e.g. 23.5 for population UK1) is far greater than that expected on theoretical grounds for stable populations, and quite extreme for populations in the wild (Frankham, 1995). For the U.K. populations this may reflect the rapid expansion that they have undergone over the 19 generations since reintroduction, which is expected to lead to the observed pattern of low effective population size and strong differentiation between sites (Excoffier and Ray, 2008; Phillips et al., 2010). However, this cannot explain the low effective population sizes for samples from Öland, which again suggests that the extraordinary biology of _M. arion_ leads to an unusual genetic structure, and that the similarity in genetic diversity across _M. arion_ populations may be due to a phenology that leads to inherently low but constant genetic diversity.

A severe drought on Öland in 1992 left almost no flowering _Thymus_ for _M. arion_ oviposition, and the species was observed to shift to small habitat patches with taller turf and low densities of _M. sabuleti_ where it oviposited on _O. vulgare_ (Elmquist and Nielsen, 2007; Simcox unpublished). Droughts also have serious negative effects on female longevity and natality, as well as reducing the tolerance of _Myrmica_ ants to intruders (Thomas et al., 2009), and only two flying individuals were recorded on Öland the following year (Thomas et al., 2005b). The onset of drought coincided with the year of the collection of _M. arion_ eggs and caterpillars for the reintroduction to Poldens 1 (Thomas et al., 2009). Thus, alleles lost from the Öland population during its 1992–93 bottleneck may have been preserved in the reintroduced populations in the UK. The presence of private alleles might otherwise be explained by mutations in the UK populations, or that we did not sample these alleles in the Öland-populations, despite their presence. The large sample size of the Öland-populations suggests that the latter explanation is unlikely, although we cannot exclude the possibility they were present at very low frequencies. This would have required a subsequent increased in frequency after introduction to the UK, perhaps through “gene surfing”, where rare alleles can become common through genetic drift at the expansion front of a growing population (Excoffier and Ray, 2008). We did find evidence that step-wise mutations may contribute to the genetic differentiation among the UK populations, and between the UK and Öland populations. Examining the UK private alleles showed that indeed five out of nine private alleles represent one-step mutations, but the other four would require 2–7 steps. While this would suggest rather high mutation rates over just 19 generations, the large and rapidly expanding populations in the UK would be more likely to accumulate mutations in neutral markers than small, stable populations (Klopfstein et al., 2006).

The only other study comparing the genetics of reintroduced and source populations of _Maculinea_ butterflies was carried out by Wynhoff et al. (2001) on _M. nausithous_ and _M. teleius_ reintroduced to the Netherlands from Polish source populations. Using allozymes, they also found strong differentiation between source and reintroduced populations after five generations, but the retention of similar levels of genetic diversity, despite relatively small numbers of translocated individuals (70 for _M. nausithous_ and 86 for _M. teleius_). They also found one private allele (out of a total of 17 alleles at polymorphic loci) among the inherently less variable allozymes in the reintroduced population of _M. nausithous_, suggesting that similar mechanisms of genetic divergence may operate across all the predatory _Maculinea_ butterflies (Als et al., 2004).
4.1. Conservation

The reintroduction of M. arion to the UK has been extremely successful in terms of population persistence and natural colonization, and both observed population fluctuations and trends closely adhered to predictions of a population dynamic model parameterized from the former UK race (Thomas et al., 2009). The maintenance of similar levels of genetic diversity in the reintroduced population and populations on Öland suggest that this was a suitable choice as source population, and that the number of introduced individuals was sufficient to counteract loss of genetic variation caused by the reintroduction event. Furthermore, the restoration and management of the reintroduction site and the nearby habitat patches has ensured high initial population growth and generally large population sizes. The pattern of genetic diversity across populations also suggests that the extraordinary life cycle of M. arion, which leads to low effective population sizes but relatively large numbers of breeding individuals, may drive its population genetics. The genetic differentiation among the UK populations only a few kilometres from each other, as reported in this study, should be taken into account in the management of the populations. This highlights the importance of reintroductions in species conservation to ensure overall genetic diversity. The genetic guidelines at the time of reintroduction (1983–92), and subsequently, have proven to be sufficient to preserve genetic diversity in the UK population. The populations have been observed to use alternative food plants and host ants in extreme years. This ability, combined with no loss of genetic diversity and lack of inbreeding in the populations, gives reason for cautious optimism that species in this iconic genus will be able to persist during future climate changes. More generally, the results are sufficiently encouraging to expect that, in contrast to the disappointments of earlier decades (Oates and Warren, 1990), reintroductions of other insect species are likely to succeed if IUCN guidelines are strictly followed, even if the populations in question, as here, are drawn from – and are adapted to – sites near the edges of species’ ranges, where genetic diversity is intrinsically low.
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